
Mother Gaston’s

Brownsville Corner Stories

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mother Gaston’s Brownsville Corner Stories is a mobile texting-based walking path that highlights important places and stories identified by community members through social media-based crowd-sourcing. It is a neighborhood empowerment project based on the legacy of: “Mother” Rosetta Gaston – a pillar of the community - who founded Brownsville Heritage House.  Mother Gaston was an activist committed to teaching Black children about their heritage. Mother Gaston envisioned Heritage House as an educational and cultural center where Brownsville residents young and old could exchange individual and community knowledge to strengthen local bonds and neighborhood pride. We’ve brought this vision of a collective local heritage into the social media age through use of mobile texting technology, Facebook, and digital mapping. By curating and spatializing crowd-sourced stories from Facebook and bringing them back to the street to share via stickers and text message, we tangibly situate local narratives in place. Building community cohesion through collective narratives of history, strength and pride is important in a place where the dominant internal and external discourse is about  poverty and violence. Asset mapping is an alternative to a needs-based approach to community development. 



COMMUNITY PARTNERS
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Client – The Corner Stories walking path is a neighborhood empowerment project for non-profit client Common Ground, which strives to prevent and eliminate homelessness through community development. Common Ground initiated the Brownsville Partnership consortium of neighborhood services providers to “create a strong, healthy community” by “enhancing the physical environment and quality of public spaces through public safety initiatives, beautification projects and community events,” among several goals. A core value of the Brownsville Partnership is to “Make Brownsville a safer, connected, prosperous community where neighbors are willing and able to help one another.” A couple months ago Common Ground was awarded a New York State Department of Health grant “to expand healthy living activities”. This grant will fund several initiatives, including the implementation of an urban walking path to encourage Brownsville residents to be more physically active. The Corner Stories project meets a New York State grant-funded objective of the Brownsville Partnership to design a safe, engaging urban walking path that promotes physical activity and reflects Brownsville’s community character. Common Ground intends to have a Jan 2011 event where they introduce the idea of a walking path to community members. Our proposal acts as something Common Ground will be able to use as an example of what a path could include and also, to start a discussion of what might work or not work.   



CONCEPT PROPOSAL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our goals – (to see if crowdsourcing can be used for planning goals?)The goal of our project is to create an asset map based on collective narratives, and that requires participation from a lot of different voices. So crowd-sourcing is a good way to learn information, such as personal stories that would not ordinarily be shared in more “official” reports and histories. The community knows much more than we do, so having them tell us what to pay attention to, rather than us determining an asset, is a much more sustainable form of community development. Our proposal is comprised of 2 elements – a crowdsourcing platform, which collects information from the crowd and a sms platform, which sends information back to the crowd. We are using facebook to gather Brownsville’s stories, and have situated them within the area. These situated stories will generate points that will be a sample points for the walking path. Points along the path are a collective history told on the street corners of the Brownsville via SMS text message. Stickers placed on sign posts throughout the neighborhood hook users with a unique quote about a person, place, or event, and invite users to text in to get the rest of the story. The crowd-sourced, story-based walking path points chosen for the Corner Stories project turn physical infrastructure into a neighborhood asset map that acknowledges a community-generated recollection of the past, and enables residents to identify important places and people that can frame Brownsville’s vision for the future. We want to go back to the beginning of this class – where we discussed WHAT IS crowdsourcing – and more specifically to us, IS this crowdsourcing. ��



MIDTERM RECAP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, we would like to go through our process of arriving with this proposal, and go over some of the thought process and hiccups along the way. Our initial idea: “Bricks of Bville” – was similar in nature – we wanted to make a “Sample” walking tour of points of interest in the area, that would include texting platform & stickers but this idea had several other elements to it. In Oct, we were proposing the use of a Ushahidi map as the Digital component and a physical map, the analogue component, as platforms for community input for points along the path. We proposed that the crowd sourced points would be added to both the online and the physical map as they came in And then for points to be added to the path, points would be nominated from the physical map, at perhaps an event, where the community could vote, 



CROWD-SOURCED COMMUNITY ASSET MAP
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This is one example of a point for the tour that we were able to source from the internet – When you look for Brownsville on the internet, almost all current stuff was about crime and poverty.The points of interest we were able to find were mostly about historical figures



OUTPUT – COMMUNITY WALKING TOUR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the points we found through internet research we made a prototype for a self-guided texting community walking path. 



ANALOG INPUT – COMMUNITY MAP
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This is the physical map - low tech platform - we designed to complement the high tech platform –  it would be placed in community center where residents could add to it, by filling in a tag, pin pointing it, and then whomever is mangaing the program, would input the point to the hightech platform. While this was part of our initial idea, we are still using this physical map, and do intend for it to be used in community events. So, we took this idea and the set-up texting platform for the community walking tour out to CG’s offices in Brooklyn. Since our timeline for the whole project went into the Spring, we wanted to meet up with some high school kids who work at CG and might be able to be our community partners in maintaining the project. 



issues and conflicts
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Presentation Notes
We ran into some issues during this process we got us re-thinking some of the parts of the project. Issues:“history tour” – sounds boring. How to get people to participate/respond? Was this a problem with our plan/project?Interacting with the community: explaining the project to them to get their feedback – involves many steps to explain why we are gathering information, what it is used for, what end result is hoped for. People are not necessarily familiar looking at the neighborhood with maps. So charrette can be difficult. Events are an opportunity to gather info in a setting where maps and project can be explained. But this leads back to issue number 2 (explaining why we are gathering info, what it will be used for)Perception that we do not understand the problems of the neighborhood, otherwise we would not find it to be an “interesting place.” – this led us to wonder about whether we should make room in the project for people’s true feelings about the area, not just ask them about what’s good or positiveWe wondered to what extent we should try to match CG’s goals and the aims of the grant it just got with the crowdsourcing project we wanted to doLong-term maintenance/sustainability – requires working with people in the community. It’s a more than we could do in a semester so we have to come up with a plan for carrying it forward.7. Crowdmap might not be the best platform for people to input their stories or places of interests



TACTIC: EXISTING COMMUNITY FORUM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We decided that most of the issues we were having were not so much a problem with the project itself but with how we were approaching the question of interacting with the community and how we were finding ways to get people to participate.An inherent difficulty in creating an asset map though is how to engage residents in contributing to it. What is the incentive for someone to share with you (especially if you are a community outsider) about their favorite local places, or the important people in their lives? we decided to tap into an existing source of crowd-sourced story data – Facebook. We noticed that the Brownsville community page is incredibly active with people engaged in different discussions everyday. So, for this pilot phase of Corner Stories, The Brownsville page on Facebook seemed an appropriate place to start gathering stories, as it has about 11,000 members of varying ages, a sizable segment of the nearly 90,000 Brownsville residents. we gathered quotes and stories shared in the Discussion Board. The discussions are initiated by group members and encourage sharing of collective history through threads like “Who Remembers Bobby Simmons?” or “Brownsville and the Blackouts. Where were you?”Then we also remembered Mother Gaston and thought about storytelling as a way to get peoples’ interest... 



ROSETTA GASTON PROFILE
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So we decided to put Mother Gaston on FB and get her interacting with community members, asking them to tell their stories… From our presentation a couple weeks ago, there was some confusion regarding why we had both a Rosetta Gaston page and another Project page, or community page. 



BROWNSVILLE CORNER STORIES COMMUNITY PAGE
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But with a community page, you are not able to interact with other people- you are not able to post on other pages, just your own. And we felt that it is important, especially at first to engage with others, and get the project’s logo known. Additionally, FB would not let us create a profile page for “mother” gaston (won’t allow “mother” as a first name), and we wanted that name/branding recognitionfor the prototype, the shared information was not instigated by us, but was gathered and curated from information that already existed and shared on Fbook. However this is purely for the prototype. it is the intention that our Corner Stories fbook page, would instigate further sharing of people’s stories, and then we would curate that information. 



QUESTION PROMPTS

people

things

times

memories

places

Who from Brownsville should be famous?

What is your favorite place in Brownsville?

What’s the funniest/saddest/best story that ever took place 
in Brownsville?

What part of Brownsville has changed the most? 

What one thing best represents Brownsville?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To actually instigate this sharing – we have asked 5 clear questions on the Corner Stories page – it is hoped that these questions will act similar to the Brownsville discussion board, and bring about a new place for storytelling. The stories will be in 5 basic categories so we have different kinds of things on the map:People:Places:Memories:Times:Things:As noted in the limitations – when we spoke to the kids at CG, we realized that we we didn’t have a solid questions so we were focusing a lot on the maps and this wasn’t as productive as we would have liked – we realized we needed specific questions – and that we needed to ask “what”, not “where”, and that the “where” would followAt the moment, we havent gotten much activity on the fbook page, but we feel that the more recognition people have the branding – whether that’s on the sidewalk looking at a sticker, or if that’s at a community event – people will be interested and start to visit our page. 



WEBSITE
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Since we are also working on a website that will link to FB, we hope to offer some different options to CG – they can decide what works best for them. This will show all the information for each located story. The location, the texting codes, the sticker quote and the received text. this is all information that we crowd sourced from the active Brownsville fbook page – so on the sticker we put and edited version of the original quote (sometimes the whole quote, but space is limited….). Then people can text in to get the story. Also, we have 4 codes per quote per text, so that we can know where exactly a person was when they texted. This will help CG in creating the tour, as we can show how people move through the area - if they text more than once, where do they go to next, where do they not go to. The stickers will direct people to the website which will have a link to the fbook page, where they can input their own story. 



WALKING PATH / STICKER LOCATION MAP
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These are the points where the stickers were placed. A public Google map shows the locations of the points on the path, and can be embedded within a Facebook page to advertise the project. Since some quotes where locationally based, it is interesting to see that there is a spatial pattern to where people have memories. It might also show that there needs to be more points in he middle area.. In order to create a complete asset map, there needs to be more coverage of the neighborhood. For instance, We need to know what is happening in the nycha buildling, we need to know what is happening on xyz st. And moving people through areas which otherwise are not used – and reapproriating them – is an important element for determining the walking path to common groundThis map is meant for an organizational tool for Common Ground or whomever is 



WALKING PATH / STICKER LOCATION MAP
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We also imbedded all the points with the photos of the sticker locations. One of the things we hope to do with this asset mapping is to link the active digital community we found on Facebook with the physical neighborhood of Brownsville. 
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Having pointers to the FB site on the stickers, as well as having photos of the sites embedded into the map online, will help to create this link.The crowd-sourced, story-based walking path points turn physical infrastructure into a neighborhood asset map that acknowledges a community-generated recollection of the past, and enables residents to identify important places and people that can frame Brownsville’s vision for the future. 



PLAN AND DELIVERABLES
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with the stories we gathered on FB - We created a new “prototype” community self-guided texting walking tour. We have put up stickers in B’ville and have the texting platform up and running. A couple of people have texted in and we’re hoping that more will do so if we work with CG on guided tours and events.we have all the materials needed for CG to have their Jan walkin path charette. As we experienced with the kids at the Brownsville Partnership, it is difficult to explain a project with its many layers without tools or examples. This prototype is meant to give CG something to instigate conversation and ideas surrounding their walking path. Currently, CG reps we met in B’ville are helping generate activity on FB – and actually as of a few days ago, Mother Gastons Corner Stories is now on the Brownsvile Partnerships webpage with links to both fbook pages. We would like to provide training materials needed to carry the project forward into the long term. However we are going to hold off giving them a specific instruction manual until we understand the community’s response and their suggestions to the project on a whole. 
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We hope that the end product of the Corner Stories platform appropriately reflects an asset-based approach to research—we tapped into data and a strong community that already existed in the Brownsville virtual community as the focal point for our story gathering, curation, and outreach. Through disseminating crowd-sourced stories in Brownsville, we hope Corner Stories will inform the way the space is perceived by residents and show that these spatialized stories cluster around community hubs that should be acknowledged and invested in as neighborhood assets. So the question – could this prototype be used for other neighborhoods? We believed it can, but it it difficult to measure currently bc we need more input and participation from the community and more brand recognition (more face time with logo). Both of these we think will be addressed in common ground’s jan event. A lot of the feedback we have gotten indicates that face-to-face events are the best way to get a project out there and engage the public. So that would be the recommended next step. 



Presenter
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We’ve readjusted a bit since our midterm “Bricks of Brownsville” theme, choosing new branding that is more clear about to the data we’re collecting – the STORIES of Brownsville and the places where these stories happen. Our concept now is “Corner Stories,” which invites neighbors to share personal and community stories that are situated at specific, important places. In our presentation we’ll start with a little recap of our overall concept and rationale at midterm, discuss the issues we’ve run into with building community interest and moving to implementation,share how we’re addressing these issues through a Facebook-based outreach and data-gathering strategyand finish with a summary of the deliverables we’ll have for our client this semester.



COMMUNITY PARTNERS
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Presentation Notes
Client – The Corner Stories walking path is a neighborhood empowerment project for non-profit client Common Ground, which strives to prevent and eliminate homelessness through community development. Common Ground initiated the Brownsville Partnership consortium of neighborhood services providers to “create a strong, healthy community” by “enhancing the physical environment and quality of public spaces through public safety initiatives, beautification projects and community events,” among several goals. A core value of the Brownsville Partnership is to “Make Brownsville a safer, connected, prosperous community where neighbors are willing and able to help one another.” A couple months ago Common Ground was awarded a New York State Department of Health grant “to expand healthy living activities”. This grant will fund several initiatives, including the implementation of an urban walking path to encourage Brownsville residents to be more physically active. The Corner Stories project meets a New York State grant-funded objective of the Brownsville Partnership to design a safe, engaging urban walking path that promotes physical activity and reflects Brownsville’s community character. Common Ground intends to have a Jan 2011 event where they introduce the idea of a walking path to community members. Our proposal acts as something Common Ground will be able to use as an example of what a path could include and also, to start a discussion of what might work or not work.   



TACTIC: EXISTING COMMUNITY FORUM
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Presentation Notes
We decided that most of the issues we were having were not so much a problem with the project premise, but rather with how we were approaching interacting with the community and finding ways to get people to participate.So we decided to go back to the very active Brownsville page on Facebook, which has thousands of members. This group was what originally got is interested in this whole idea of mapping and sharing community stories, as a lot of people have posted their own memories and stories on the Brownsville page. So why not tap into this existing virtual community? We’re just random Columbia students though, so what sort of identity could we take on to get people interested in sharing their stories? 



MOTHER GASTON’S CORNER STORIES
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So we decided to create a Facebook profile for Mother Gaston, our historical champion for shared community heritage, and have her ask Brownsville residents to tell their stories. It’s kind of like having your grandma on Facebook--she was born in 1885.



OUTPUT – COMMUNITY WALKING TOUR DATABASE
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Using the points we found through internet research we made a prototype for a self-guided texting community walking tour. This is currently up an running—you can text in right now if you want—and we recently demonstrated the texting platform at a meeting with Common Ground and some youth interns in Brownsville



CROWD-SOURCED COMMUNITY ASSET MAP
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Here’s one example of a point for the history-based sample tour that we were able to source from the internet, mapped on the “high tech” platform of ushahidi.When you look for Brownsville on the internet, almost all current stuff is about crime and poverty. The points of interest we were able to find were mostly about historical figuresBut we were especially interested in historical figure Mother Gaston because of her philosophy about how a shared knowledge about cultural heritage being the strength of a community.For all these reasons it seemed like a crowd-sourced, public asset map would be a good idea for the area.We made this Ushahidi map and added the points we had initially found. We wanted to publicize the website and ask people to input points they thought were important.



ANALOG INPUT – COMMUNITY MAP
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This is a mock-up of the “low tech” platform to complement the high tech one.This map would be placed in a community center where residents could add to it, or be used at community meetings in January that could act as a charette with residents.We wanted a couple different points of entry for the crowd-sourcing because technology access and knowledge differs by age and income. The kinds of locations we were suggesting be added to the map were any places with a community storyFavorite places to hang outPlaces with happy memories or sad memoriesPlaces that used to be great, but have deterioratedAnd places where a significant person lived/s (super famous, locally famous)



CONCEPT PROPOSAL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our goals – (to see if crowdsourcing can be used for planning goals?)The goal of our project is to create an asset map based on collective narratives, and that requires participation from a lot of different voices. So crowd-sourcing is a good way to learn information, such as personal stories that would not ordinarily be shared in more “official” reports and histories. The community knows much more than we do, so having them tell us what to pay attention to, rather than us determining an asset, is a much more sustainable form of community development. Our proposal is comprised of 2 elements – a crowdsourcing platform, which collects information from the crowd and a sms platform, which sends information back to the crowd. We are using facebook to gather Brownsville’s stories, and have situated them within the area. These situated stories will generate points that will be a sample points for the walking path. Points along the path are a collective history told on the street corners of the Brownsville via SMS text message. Stickers placed on sign posts throughout the neighborhood hook users with a unique quote about a person, place, or event, and invite users to text in to get the rest of the story. The crowd-sourced, story-based walking path points chosen for the Corner Stories project turn physical infrastructure into a neighborhood asset map that acknowledges a community-generated recollection of the past, and enables residents to identify important places and people that can frame Brownsville’s vision for the future. We want to go back to the beginning of this class – where we discussed WHAT IS crowdsourcing – and more specifically to us, IS this crowdsourcing. ��
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Here’s what the map would look like online with the different crowd-sourced story points.
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Which brought us to the new branding – Mother Gaston’s Brownsville Corner Stories. The branding is based on the idea tha timportant places in communities are often on street corners . . . Hopefully that will resonate a little better than the “bricks” idea.Here’s a mock-up of our website, and some stories we’ve pulled from the Brownsville facebook page to serve as examples.[read the stories]



Friday night at the Pitkin theater all the ladies got in for 50 cents

001 312 576 5356
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And here’s what the stickers look like that would go up in the community to encourage people to text in to get the whole story or learn more about the project.
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Having pointers to the FB site on the stickers, as well as having photos of the sites embedded into the map online, will help to create this link.The crowd-sourced, story-based walking path points turn physical infrastructure into a neighborhood asset map that acknowledges a community-generated recollection of the past, and enables residents to identify important places and people that can frame Brownsville’s vision for the future. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We hope that the end product of the Corner Stories platform appropriately reflects an asset-based approach to research—we tapped into data and a strong community that already existed in the Brownsville virtual community as the focal point for our story gathering, curation, and outreach. Through disseminating crowd-sourced stories in Brownsville, we hope Corner Stories will inform the way the space is perceived by residents and show that these spatialized stories cluster around community hubs that should be acknowledged and invested in as neighborhood assets. So the question – could this prototype be used for other neighborhoods? We believed it can, but it it difficult to measure currently bc we need more input and participation from the community and more brand recognition (more face time with logo). Both of these we think will be addressed in common ground’s jan event. A lot of the feedback we have gotten indicates that face-to-face events are the best way to get a project out there and engage the public. So that would be the recommended next step. 
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